Nomad Aviation adds an Embraer Legacy 600 to its Aircraft Management and Charter Fleet
Zurich, November 16, 2020 - Nomad Aviation has added an Embraer Legacy 600 to its aircraft
management fleet which will be operated under the company’s Swiss AOC. The business jet will be
available for VIP charter and for MedEvac missions as of December 1st, 2020.
The aircraft offers comfortable and spacious seating for up to 13 passengers in two luxurious cabins,
meeting the needs of the discerned traveler. In the main cabin guests can enjoy a club and conference
seating while in the rear cabin a seating arrangement with a divan and two individual chairs adds to
the comfort of air travel. During nighttime, the aircraft’s seats are quickly converted into six full flat
beds for maximum comfort. The cabin interior is light and airy with soft creamy coloured leather seats
and a light gray carpet. The passengers can enjoy a full entertainment system including airshow
throughout the flight. A fully equipped forward galley and a rear lavatory with direct access to the
baggage compartment complement the cabin.
The unique adaptability of the Legacy 600 aircraft interior allows Nomad Aviation to quickly transform
the business jet’s VIP configuration to an Air Ambulance configuration, complete with one or two
stretchers while the rear cabin offers space for doctors, nurses or relatives.

Main Cabin - regular seating configuration

MedEvac configuration with 2 stretchers

“We are very much looking forward to providing our charter clients with a worldwide proven aircraft.
The super midsize Legacy 600 perfectly complements our existing charter fleet. Additionally, this
aircraft will allow us to offer safe MedEvac flights with full medical support teams to any location
across the globe”, says Christoph Thurnherr, Nomad Aviation’s Vice President Aircraft Management
& Sales. Thomas Köhli, CEO of Nomad Aviation adds: “With the steadily growing aircraft fleet with
various sizes and flight ranges we can cater to more individual travel needs. The Embraer Legacy 600
business jet combines range, comfort, style and easily adapts to new flight operations.”
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About Nomad Aviation
Nomad Aviation AG, based in Switzerland, offers Aircraft Management, Charter and Maintenance
services. The company operates an exclusive fleet of aircraft, ranging from light to ultra-long-range
jets and VVIP Airliners including Cessna Citation CJ1+ and CJ2+, Embraer Legacy 600 and 650,
Bombardier CRJ100, Bombardier Global 5000 and Global 6000, Gulfstream G450 as well as Airbus
A319ACJ. Nomad Aviation has corporate offices in Zurich-Kloten and Basel, Switzerland as well as in
Sliema, Malta.
For further information kindly contact Christoph Thurnherr, Vice President Aircraft Management &
Sales, Phone: +41 58 800 0800 or via e-mail: communications@nomadjet.eu
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